
Pearl Camera 

Portable Reading Camera 

Instant access to printed material 

The PEARL brings blind and low vision 

users instant portable access to printed 

material with an array of human-sounding 

voices. 

The folding camera deploys in seconds to 

connect to your PC and snap a picture of 

your reading material. The PEARL 

expands the features of OpenBook 9 to 

provide instant OCR.  

Press a keystroke to snap a picture, and 

hear your book read back to you with 

Eloquence or one of the human-sounding 

voices from RealSpeak Solo Direct®. You 

control the reading rate and voice. Use 

the PEARL to read books, newspapers, 

magazines, and bills.  

About the Pearl camera 

 Automatic page capture in automatic

mode – Pearl senses motion and

snaps an image whenever you turn a

page

 You can keep turning pages and

capturing images while OpenBook

reads to you

 Pearl lets you control the reading

voice and rate

 You can reformat text for easier

reading – enlarge the font, change

the font style and foreground &

background colours to suit your

preference

 Use Pearl as a video magnifier - snap

a picture to show the enlarged image

on your PC

 Change the language setting to read

foreign language documents with

native speaker voices

 Take it with you anywhere - the Pearl

sets up in seconds to provide a stable

platform for the camera with

alignment features to ensure you

capture a good image every time
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SPECIFICATIONS 

 Scans 20 pages per minute while reading

 Scans bound books and maintain pagination

 Motion Sensor to detect new pages for

Multi-Page scanning

 Exports to other applications like Microsoft

Word or Notepad

 Creates MP3 or WAV files

 Converts OpenBook files into Grade II

Braille formats

 Reads Daisy files from Bookshare.org.

 Folds to a compact 350 x 75 x 55 mm

package

 Built-in LED lighting for dim settings

 Support for Windows 8.1 and Windows 10

 Connects to a single USB port - no battery

or external power supply required.

 Includes protective neoprene case
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